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The Moon Rules the 
First House

T he First House is all about you, personally. It’s your 
health, your happiness, your personality, and 
how you show up and interact with the world. 

It is arguably the most important house in the chart 
because when you get right down to it, the only thing 
that really matters is happiness. The planet that rules 
the First House is the Ruler of the Chart, and this 
planet is the most important planet to you because it 
offers the most direct path to your happiness. 

The First House is your avatar.
Imagine if life were a giant video game. You navigate the 
virtual reality through an avatar — an animated surrogate that 
allows you to explore the world. You interact with other players in 
the game through their avatars. Your avatar is how you appear to the world. It’s the qualities other 
people see in your personality, and it’s your physical appearance. Think of your avatar as your 
online dating profile. It’s the image that you project to the world in the hope that other people 
will find you attractive. Your avatar may be quite different from your authentic “Big S” Self (Sun) 
or your “little s” self, the character you play in the game (Mars). 

You appear to the world as the embodiment of the expression of the planet that rules your 
First House. Other people see this quality most clearly in your personality. What other people 
really see is a reflection of themselves, because your avatar is a mirror. They project their issues 
and judgments about the planet that rules your First House on you. In a sense, the world tries 
to “gaslight” you, because other people often accuse you of exhibiting their problems. Of course, 
the more you are out of alignment with the planet that rules your First House, the more these 
judgments will bother you because your issues have a lot in common with their issues. 

When you are in Right Relationship with the planet that rules your First House, other 
people are attracted to you. They tend to see your best qualities, and they have a good impression 
of you. This is nice, but it’s not something you can control. And what other people think about 
you is none of your business.

On a personal level, you can influence your physical appearance, including your choice of 
clothing, hair, grooming, hygiene, and personal style. To a lesser degree and over time, you can 
alter the appearance of your physical body through diet and exercise. Each of these elements 
affects how other people see you, but what matters the most is how you see yourself. If you 
don’t like what you see in the mirror, other people won’t like it, either. 
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The First House is your happiness.
The secret of happiness — or at least the secret of your happiness — lies in the First House. The 
planet that rules your first house is your happiness, and the first step towards becoming truly 
happy is to move into Right Relationship with that planet and let it guide you on your path. 
Happiness doesn’t exist in the outer world, however. Happiness is an inside job. It’s a consequence 
of your level of consciousness, and directly related to how well you embody the truth of your 
authentic Self. The planet that rules your first house will point you in the right direction. 

When you look for happiness in the outside world, you base your happiness on getting 
what you want. If things don’t turn out the way you expect, you won’t be happy, and even 
when you do get what you want, the pleasure and satisfaction you experience don’t last. The 
source of true happiness lives within you, and it’s bulletproof. No matter what the conditions 
may be in your life, and no matter what emotion you may be experiencing, you are still happy. 
Happiness is a context that contains the full range of feelings, emotions, and experiences. The 
experience of happiness is better than you can imagine, but it doesn’t feel the way you expect 
it to feel. And happiness does not mean that you enjoy every moment of your life. The highs 
only have value when compared with the lows. 

On a personal level, you associate happiness with your hobbies and interests because you 
experience pleasure when you engage in these activities. But consider that while you are happy 
when you pursue the things that interest you, the moment-to-moment experience of these 
pursuits is not always enjoyable. Struggle, frustration, obstacles, and any number of challenges 
are often associated with how you would like to spend your time and energy. But you welcome 
these when they’re associated with your interests because the bigger context is happiness. When 
you learn to live the rest of your life from this context, you will experience true happiness.

The Moon Rules 
the First House

Your subjective safety needs are your avatar; your avatar is your 
subjective safety needs.
You appear to the world as the embodiment of safety, and everyone you meet projects their 
judgments, issues, and expectations of safety on you. Other people see how well you are 
managing your subjective safety needs, and that plays an important part in whether or not 
they have a favorable impression of you. But remember that what other people see in you is 
a distorted reflection of their own issues. If they are not feeling subjectively safe, they will 
blame you for not making them feel safe. This isn’t really about you, but the less you manage 
your own subjective safety needs, the more it will happen. When you maintain the minimum 
required balance in your Safety Need Account, other people have a good impression of 
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you; they tend to like you and to notice your best qualities. But when the balance in your 
Safety Need Account falls below the minimum level and you begin to experience your reality 
from First Kingdom/Victim Consciousness, other people will not be attracted to you; they 
will focus on your flaws and shortcomings and will have little respect or esteem for you. 
Additionally, this will have a negative impact on your physical appearance. When you don’t 
feel safe, you won’t look your best, and may even appear sloppy and unkempt. You care 
about your physical appearance and want to look your best because you believe that the 
better you look, the more people will like you, and when people like you, you will no longer 
have to worry about protecting yourself to survive.

You are always objectively safe because your authentic Self is invulnerable, but until 
you remember this truth, you will look for protection from anything unfamiliar because it 
could be a threat to your survival. When something makes a deposit in your Safety Need 
Account, you create an attachment to it, expecting that you can always rely on it as a source 
of safety. The paradox of attachments is that they drain the balance in your Safety Need 
Account, but the less safe you feel, the stronger the attachment becomes. You must use the 
Present Moment Awareness Safety Meditation to reconnect with the truth that right here, 
right now, in this moment, you are completely safe. Then you can let go of the attachment 
by stating the truth that it is not your source and you can survive without it. You are the 
most vulnerable to creating attachments around your avatar, and specifically the elements 
of your avatar that you can control, such as your physical appearance. You make your outer 
appearance the source of your safety, and the balance in your Safety Need Account becomes 
dependent on how attractive you think you look at any given moment.  

You can become conscious of your attachments and learn how to monitor the balance 
in your Safety Need Account by engaging with your physical appearance. Change your hair. 
Try different styles and colors of clothing, or just upgrade your wardrobe and limit how often 
you wear old T-shirts and sweatpants, even around the house. Spend a few extra minutes on 
your daily grooming, and notice how each change or improvement makes you feel. Keep 
in mind that any change in your appearance — even a change for the better — may initially 
make you feel unsafe because it’s new and unfamiliar. You may resist making that change 
because you have an attachment to how you usually look. As small as this attachment is, it 
still drains the balance in your Safety Need Account. When you create a reference for how 
it feels when you have an attachment or are feeling even slightly unsafe, you can become 
conscious of this in other areas of your life. Wherever you are, you can take a moment 
and remember the truth that you are, in fact, completely safe. The more you manage your 
subjective safety needs and know the truth of your safety, the more other people will like you 
and recognize your best qualities. 

LIGHT BULB QUESTIONS

What part of the description of your subjective safety needs and your avatar resonated 
the most with you? Where do you see this in your life? How does it show up for you? 
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What part of the description of your subjective safety needs and your avatar resonated 
the least with you? What about that description doesn’t seem to apply to you and why? 

Think of a time when you felt unsafe (upset, frustrated, anxious, or stressed). Did other 
people notice how you felt? 

What was it about your appearance or your personality that made other people realize 
something was bothering you? 

PUZZLE QUESTIONS

How do you think your subjective safety needs express in your personality and how 
you appear to the world?

How do other people see your subjective safety needs in you? What do they expect? Do 
they think that you meet those expectations? 

How do your subjective safety needs show up in your physical appearance? 

What are some things about your physical appearance that matter the most to you? 
How do you feel when something disrupts your physical appearance and you don’t 
look your best?

What is it about your physical appearance that you believe can’t live without? Do you 
actually need that to survive? Why or why not? 

Your subjective safety needs are your happiness; your happiness 
is your subjective safety needs.
For you, safety is happiness. You only feel truly happy when you feel safe. When you are 
maintaining the minimum required balance in your Safety Need Account, no matter what the 
conditions or appearances are in your life, you appreciate that everything in your life is perfect 
exactly as it is. But when the balance in your Safety Need Account falls below the minimum 
level and you begin to experience your reality from First Kingdom/Victim Consciousness, 
your life is filled with problems and challenges, and nothing seems to work out the way you 
want it to. On a personal level, when you don’t feel safe, you find it hard to take pleasure in 
anything and you lose interest in the activities you used to enjoy. When you look for happiness 
in the outside world, you base your happiness on getting what you want. If things don’t turn 
out the way you expect, you won’t be happy, and even when you do get what you want, the 
pleasure and satisfaction you experience don’t last. The source of true happiness lives within 
you, and it’s bulletproof. No matter what the conditions may be in your life, and no matter 
what emotion you may be experiencing, you are still happy. However, you believe that getting 
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what you want will make you happy. This matters to you because you believe that when you 
are happy, you will no longer have to worry about protecting yourself to survive. 

You are always objectively safe because your authentic Self is invulnerable, but until you 
remember this truth, you will look for protection from anything unfamiliar because it could 
be a threat to your survival. When something makes a deposit in your Safety Need Account, 
you create an attachment to it, expecting that you can always rely on it as a source of safety. 
The paradox of attachments is that they drain the balance in your Safety Need Account, but 
the less safe you feel, the stronger the attachment becomes. You must use the Present Moment 
Awareness Safety Meditation to reconnect with the truth that right here, right now, in this 
moment, you are completely safe. Then you can let go of the attachment by stating the truth 
that it is not your source and you can survive without it. You are the most vulnerable to 
creating attachments around the experiences and activities that you associate with happiness 
because they give you pleasure. The irony is that the stronger your attachment becomes, the 
less pleasure you experience from the activity. You keep pursuing it, trying to recreate the high 
of the initial experience, and you only get diminishing returns. 

You can become conscious of your attachments and learn how to monitor the balance 
in your Safety Need Account by engaging with your hobbies and interests. You enjoy these 
pursuits because when you spend time on them, you feel subjectively safe. The familiarity of 
these pursuits is an important part of that experience, but the true source of the safety you 
feel is that when you engage in these activities, you are in the Present Moment. During these 
pursuits, you don’t think about anything else going on in your life; you don’t think about 
what you have to do next and you don’t worry about where else you should be. You are simply 
living in the Present Moment. As a result, the balance in your Safety Need Account rises to 
the minimum required level. All you need to do is realize that you can have this experience of 
safety and experience the Present Moment no matter where you are or what you are doing. The 
more you manage your subjective safety needs and know the truth of your safety, the more you 
will experience true happiness. 

LIGHT BULB QUESTIONS

What part of the description of your subjective safety needs and your happiness 
resonated the most with you? Where do you see this in your life? How does it show 
up for you? 

What part of the description of your subjective safety needs and your happiness 
resonated the least with you? What about that description doesn’t seem to apply to 
you and why? 

Think of a time when you felt especially happy. Can you recognize how you also felt 
completely safe during that experience? What was it about that experience that made 
you feel safe? 
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PUZZLE QUESTIONS

How do you experience your subjective safety needs when you are engaged in your 
hobbies and interests? 

How is the level of enjoyment you experience with your hobbies and interests tied to 
your experience of safety?

What are some things about your hobbies and interests that matter the most to you? 
How do you feel when something disrupts your hobbies and interests? 

What is it about your hobbies and interests that you believe can’t live without? Do you 
actually need that to survive? Why or why not? 

Your Emotional Guidance System is your avatar; your avatar is 
your Emotional Guidance System.
Because your Emotional Guidance System is your avatar, everyone you encounter knows exactly 
what you are feeling (even if you, yourself don’t). You constantly broadcast your feelings, and 
everyone you encounter is confronted by those feelings. They project their own issues with those 
feelings on you, especially if they reject, avoid, or deny those feelings in themselves. Other people 
see how well you allow yourself to feel your feelings, and that plays an important part in whether 
or not they have a favorable impression of you. But remember that what other people see in you 
is a distorted reflection of their own issues. If they don’t feel their own feelings, they will “gaslight” 
you and accuse you of mishandling feelings and emotions that may have nothing to do with you. 
The more you suppress or ignore your own feelings, the more this will happen. When you allow 
yourself to experience the full range of emotions without interference or resistance, other people 
have a good impression of you; they tend to like you and to notice your best qualities. But when 
you pursue only pleasurable feelings and avoid or suppress anything that feels uncomfortable, 
other people will not be attracted to you; they will focus on your flaws and shortcomings and will 
have little respect or esteem for you. This will have a negative impact on your physical appearance. 
When you ignore your feelings, you won’t look your best, and may even appear sloppy and 
unkempt. You care about your physical appearance and want to look your best because you 
believe that the better you look, the more people will like you, and when people like you, you 
won’t suffer through negative, uncomfortable, or unpleasant feelings.

Feelings are just feelings: they can’t hurt you because your authentic Self is invulnerable. But 
until you remember this truth, you try to avoid anything unpleasant or painful because you 
view those experiences as threatening. You believe negative feelings are caused by conditions 
in the outside world, but in fact, the conditions are the effect of your feelings. Feelings are how 
your Emotional Guidance System helps you to identify your current level of consciousness. This 
is important, because everything you experience is a match to that vibration. An unpleasant 
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feeling warns you that you are tuned to a low vibration of consciousness. You can choose a 
better-feeling thought and tune to a higher level of consciousness, which will then create a new 
set of conditions. You are the most sensitive to negativity — and the most likely to turn down 
the volume on your Emotional Guidance System rather than change the frequency — with 
your avatar and your physical appearance. This can manifest as denial and an outright refusal 
to accept anything negative that anyone sees in you. This can also mean that you fail to notice 
or address any shortcomings (real or imagined) with regards to your personal appearance. You 
create a bubble for yourself where you only hear what you want to hear, and you rarely encounter 
objective feedback. 

You can learn how to navigate using your Emotional Guidance System by engaging with 
your physical appearance. Change your hair. Try different styles and colors of clothing, or just 
upgrade your wardrobe and limit how often you wear old T-shirts and sweatpants, even around 
the house. Spend a few extra minutes on your daily grooming, and notice how each change or 
improvement makes you feel. Make sure you consider your feelings in every dimension. Consider 
how you feel about how you look. Also consider how the way you look expresses how you feel. 
If you saw someone who looked like you, what would you think they were feeling based on their 
appearance? Your goal is to find a look for yourself that feels good to you and also that makes 
you look like you feel good. Once you become familiar with this process, you will be able to feel 
better and raise your vibration simply by changing your clothes and improving your appearance. 
The more you are willing to feel your feelings and listen to your Emotional Guidance System, the 
more other people will like you and recognize your best qualities. 

LIGHT BULB QUESTIONS

What part of the description of your Emotional Guidance System and your avatar 
resonated the most with you? Where do you see this in your life? How does it show 
up for you? 

What part of the description of your Emotional Guidance System and your avatar 
resonated the least with you? What about that description doesn’t seem to apply to 
you and why? 

What feelings and emotions do other people notice the most in you? 

What feelings do you try to hide from other people? How well do you hide your feelings?

PUZZLE QUESTIONS

How do other people see feelings and emotions in you? What do they expect? Do they 
think that you meet those expectations? 
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How do your feelings and emotions show up in your physical appearance? 

What feelings do you usually experience with your physical appearance? When do you 
experience these feelings?

What feelings do you tend to avoid with your physical appearance? When do you 
experience these feelings? 

On a scale of 1 to 10, with 10 being the most intense, how much do you feel your 
feelings with your physical appearance? What would happen if you turned up the 
volume on your feelings? 

Your Emotional Guidance System is your happiness; your 
happiness is your Emotional Guidance System.
For you, the ability to experience the entire spectrum of emotions and feelings is happiness. 
When you allow yourself to experience the full range of emotions without interference or 
resistance, no matter what the conditions or appearances are in your life, you appreciate that 
everything in your life is perfect exactly as it is. But when you pursue only pleasurable feelings 
and avoid or suppress anything that feels uncomfortable, your life is filled with problems and 
challenges, and nothing seems to work out the way you want it to. On a personal level, when 
you suppress your feelings, you find it hard to take pleasure in anything and you lose interest 
in the activities you used to enjoy. When you look for happiness in the outside world, you 
base your happiness on getting what you want. If things don’t turn out the way you expect, 
you won’t be happy, and even when you do get what you want, the pleasure and satisfaction 
you experience don’t last. The source of true happiness lives within you, and it’s bulletproof. 
No matter what the conditions may be in your life, and no matter what emotion you may be 
experiencing, you are still happy. However, you believe that getting what you want will make 
you happy. This matters to you because you believe that when you are happy, you won’t suffer 
through negative, uncomfortable, or unpleasant feelings. 

Feelings are just feelings: they can’t hurt you because your authentic Self is invulnerable. But 
until you remember this truth, you try to avoid anything unpleasant or painful because you 
view those experiences as threatening. You believe negative feelings are caused by conditions 
in the outside world, but in fact, the conditions are the effect of your feelings. Feelings are how 
your Emotional Guidance System helps you to identify your current level of consciousness. This 
is important, because everything you experience is a match to that vibration. An unpleasant 
feeling warns you that you are tuned to a low vibration of consciousness. You can choose a 
better-feeling thought and tune to a higher level of consciousness, which will then create a new 
set of conditions. You are the most sensitive to negativity — and the most likely to turn down 
the volume on your Emotional Guidance System rather than change the frequency — with the 
experiences and activities that you associate with happiness because they give you pleasure. You 
believe that negative emotions will limit your happiness, but this is not true because happiness 
is not a feeling. Happiness is a context that contains the full range of feelings, emotions, and 
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experiences. Happiness does not mean that you always enjoy every moment of your life. The 
highs only have value when compared to the lows.

You can learn how to navigate using your Emotional Guidance System by engaging 
with your hobbies and interests. You enjoy these pursuits because when you spend time on 
them, you allow yourself to feel a wide range of emotions. In fact, the range and intensity 
of possible emotions is what draws you to these interests in the first place. You enjoy the 
experience of the negative feelings of grief, sorrow, or fear when you watch your favorite film 
or cheer on your favorite team, and yet you may avoid these feelings when they seem to be 
about you and your life. You know that the feelings are just feelings when they’re a part of 
your hobbies and interests, and feeling those feelings makes you happy. All that’s left is to 
carry that awareness into the rest of your life. The more you are willing to feel your feelings 
and listen to your Emotional Guidance System, the more you will experience true happiness.

LIGHT BULB QUESTIONS

What part of the description of your Emotional Guidance System and your happiness 
resonated the most with you? Where do you see this in your life? How does it show 
up for you? 

What part of the description of your Emotional Guidance System and your happiness 
resonated the least with you? What about that description doesn’t seem to apply to 
you and why? 

What feelings and emotions do you associate with happiness? What feelings and 
emotions do you enjoy?

Think of some of your favorite movies, plays, books, or television programs. Did they 
ever cause you to feel negative or uncomfortable feelings like fear, anxiety, sadness 
or grief? Did you enjoy the experience because of those feelings or in spite of them? 

PUZZLE QUESTIONS

How do you experience your feelings and emotions when you are engaged in your 
hobbies and interests? 

How is the level of enjoyment you experience with your hobbies and interests tied to 
your experience of your feelings and emotions?

What feelings do you usually experience with your hobbies and interests? When do 
you experience these feelings?
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What feelings do you tend to avoid with your hobbies and interests? When do you 
experience these feelings? 

On a scale of 1 to 10, with 10 being the most intense, how much do you feel your 
feelings with your hobbies and interests? What would happen if you turned up the 
volume on your feelings?  

The Moon, the Ruler of your First House in Houses 
The house occupied by the Ruler of the First House tells you where you expect to find your 
happiness. The affairs of this house do not encompass your entire journey, and they alone do not 
represent happiness, but they are where your journey begins, and they will remain a touchstone 
for your happiness and personal fulfillment in this lifetime. Your avatar goes forth into the world 
through this house, and your personality and appearance express using the resources of this house.  

JOURNAL QUESTIONS & INSTRUCTIONS

Begin by reviewing the chapter in the video lesson on the Moon that explores the house 
that the Moon, the Ruler of your First House occupies. Then locate and read the description 
of the house occupied by the Moon, the Ruler of your First House. Now, go back and revisit 
each of the journal questions about how you experience the Moon as the ruler of your 
First House, and notice how the house the Moon occupies influences your understanding. 

The Moon, the Ruler of the First House in the First House
With the Moon, the Ruler of the First House in your First House, you encounter your subjective 
safety needs, your Emotional Guidance System, your avatar, and your happiness in your personality 
and outer appearance. The resources of the First House include your health, your happiness, 
your appearance, and your very identity. You will use your personal interests and happiness to 
manage your subjective safety needs, and other people will notice this in your appearance and 
your personality. You will use your personal interests and happiness to experience your feelings 
and emotions, and other people will notice this in your appearance and your personality. You will 
use your personal interests and happiness to adjust your personality and appearance so that other 
people will like you, and other people will notice this in your appearance and your personality. 
And you will use your personal interests and happiness to engage in your hobbies, interests, and 
your idea of happiness, and other people will notice this in your appearance and your personality. 
These behaviors may cause disruptions to your First House, affecting your avatar, your outer 
appearance, your happiness, and how much you enjoy your hobbies and interests. In turn, this 
may affect your ability to meet the needs of the planet that rules your First House.  

The Moon, the Ruler of the First House in the in the Second House
With the Moon, the Ruler of the First House in your Second House, you encounter your 
subjective safety needs, your Emotional Guidance System, your avatar, and your happiness 
in your money and resources. The resources of the Second House include your money, your 
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personal possessions, and the skills and talents you have that can be used to earn money. You 
will spend money and use your talents to manage your subjective safety needs. You will spend 
money and use your talents to experience your feelings and emotions. You will spend money 
and use your talents to adjust your personality and appearance so that other people will like 
you. And you will spend money and use your talents to engage in your hobbies, interests, 
and your idea of happiness. These behaviors may cause disruptions to your Second House, 
specifically because they encourage you to spend your money, but they don’t necessarily help 
you to earn more money or connect to the truth of your prosperity. In turn, this may affect 
your ability to meet the needs of the planet that rules your Second House. 

The Moon, the Ruler of the First House in the in the Third House
With the Moon, the Ruler of the First House in your Third House, you encounter your 
subjective safety needs, your Emotional Guidance System, your avatar, and your happiness in 
your comfort zone. The resources of your Third House are all local, close, and familiar. You can 
communicate to your network to ask for support, but you will only call people you already know 
and have worked with before. You rely on your familiar habits and local resources to manage 
your subjective safety needs, and you rarely consider new options. You rely on your familiar 
habits and local resources to experience your feelings and emotions, and you rarely consider 
new options. You rely on your familiar habits and local resources to adjust your personality 
and appearance so that other people will like you, and you rarely consider new options. And 
rely on your familiar habits and local resources to engage in your hobbies, interests, and your 
idea of happiness, and you rarely consider new options. These behaviors may cause disruptions 
to your Third House, creating changes to your comfort zone that make it less familiar and less 
comfortable, and forcing you to pay attention to your habits and routines. In turn, this may 
affect your ability to meet the needs of the planet that rules your Third House. 

The Moon, the Ruler of the First House in the in the Fourth House
With the Moon, the Ruler of the First House in your Fourth House, you encounter your subjective 
safety needs, your Emotional Guidance System, your avatar, and your happiness in your private 
life. The resources of the Fourth House include your private and personal life, your home, real 
estate, tradition, and family connections. You do not want to be noticed when you manage your 
subjective safety needs, because it’s personal and private. You do not want to be noticed when 
you experience your feelings and emotions, because it’s personal and private. You do not want to 
be noticed when you adjust your personality and appearance so that other people will like you, 
because it’s personal and private. And you do not want to be noticed when you engage in your 
hobbies, interests, and your idea of happiness, because they’re personal and private. Your pursuit 
of privacy may disrupt your Fourth House, shaking the very foundation of your life. This may 
affect your ability to meet the needs of the planet that rules your Fourth House. 

The Moon, the Ruler of the First House in the in the Fifth House
With the Moon, the Ruler of the First House in your Fifth House, you encounter your subjective 
safety needs, your Emotional Guidance System, your avatar, and your happiness in your 
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creativity and fun. The resources of the Fifth House include games, gambling, entertainment, 
art, creativity, and all forms of amusement and recreation. You are willing to take creative 
risks to manage your subjective safety needs, and you expect to have fun in the process. You 
are willing to take creative risks to experience your feelings and emotions, and you expect to 
have fun in the process. You are willing to take creative risks to adjust your personality and 
appearance so that other people will like you, and you expect to have fun in the process. And 
you are willing to take creative risks to engage in your hobbies, interests, and your idea of 
happiness, and you expect to have fun in the process. These behaviors may cause disruptions 
to your Fifth House, especially if you don’t feel that you have been creative enough or if you’re 
not having fun. This may affect your ability to meet the needs of the planet that rules your 
Fifth House. 

The Moon, the Ruler of the First House in the in the Sixth House
With the Moon, the Ruler of the First House in your Sixth House, you encounter your subjective 
safety needs, your Emotional Guidance System, your avatar, and your happiness in your job, 
your workplace environment, and your relationships with co-workers and employees. The 
resources of the Sixth House include hard work and selfless service. You expect to work hard 
to manage your subjective safety needs, and you rarely get recognized or rewarded for it. You 
expect to work hard to experience your feelings and emotions, and you rarely get recognized 
or rewarded for it. You expect to work hard to adjust your personality and appearance so that 
other people will like you, and you rarely get recognized or rewarded for it. And you expect 
to work hard to engage in your hobbies, interests, and your idea of happiness, and you rarely 
get recognized or rewarded for it. These behaviors may cause disruptions to your Sixth House, 
especially because you are always looking for ways to lighten the workload, so you may try to 
hire someone to do the work for you, or failing that, you may create illness so you can call in 
sick. This may affect your ability to meet the needs of the planet that rules your Sixth House.  

The Moon, the Ruler of the First House in the in the Seventh House
With the Moon, the Ruler of the First House in your Seventh House, you encounter your 
subjective safety needs, your Emotional Guidance System, your avatar, and your happiness 
in your one-to-one relationships. The resources of the Seventh House appear to be other 
individuals because you project everything associated with planets in your Seventh House 
on other people and you don’t recognize that those qualities live in you. You expect other 
individuals to manage your subjective safety needs for you and may blame them if they don’t. 
You expect other individuals to experience your feelings and emotions for you and may blame 
them if they don’t. You expect other individuals to adjust your personality and appearance 
for you so that they will like you, and may blame them if they don’t. And you expect other 
individuals to engage in your hobbies, interests, and your idea of happiness for you and may 
blame them if they don’t. These behaviors may cause disruptions to your Seventh House by 
creating difficulties in your one-to-one relationships. And while the problems will appear to 
be about other people, they’re really your own issues. This may affect your ability to meet the 
needs of the planet that rules your Seventh House. 
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The Moon, the Ruler of the First House in the in the Eighth House
With the Moon, the Ruler of the First House in your Eighth House, you encounter your 
subjective safety needs, your Emotional Guidance System, your avatar, and your happiness 
in your debts and shared resources. The resources of the Eighth house are other people’s 
money, values, and opinions. This money is available to you in the form of loans, investments, 
or simply credit card debt. You will collaborate, use shared resources, ask for favors, or use 
other people’s money to manage your subjective safety needs. You will collaborate, use shared 
resources, ask for favors, or use other people’s money to experience your feelings and emotions. 
You will collaborate, use shared resources, ask for favors, or use other people’s money to adjust 
your personality and appearance so that other people will like you. And you will collaborate, 
use shared resources, ask for favors, or use other people’s money to engage in your hobbies, 
interests, and your idea of happiness. These behaviors may cause disruptions to your Eighth 
House because they will increase your awareness of your debt, both personal (what you owe 
other people) and financial (the money you owe to others). This may affect your ability to meet 
the needs of the planet that rules your Eighth House. 

The Moon, the Ruler of the First House in the in the Ninth House
With the Moon, the Ruler of the First House in your Ninth House, you encounter your 
subjective safety needs, your Emotional Guidance System, your avatar, and your happiness in 
your danger zone. The resources of the Ninth House are all foreign, distant, new, unfamiliar, and 
unknown to you. They include experts and authorities that can offer wisdom and knowledge, 
such as teachers, religious leaders, lawyers, and doctors. You always require new information 
to manage your subjective safety needs because what you already know is not sufficient. You 
always require new information to experience your feelings and emotions because what you 
already know is not sufficient. You always require new information to adjust your personality 
and appearance so that other people will like you because what you already know is not 
sufficient. And you always require new information to engage in your hobbies, interests, and 
your idea of happiness because what you already know is not sufficient. These behaviors may 
cause disruption to your Ninth House because the new information you acquire may challenge 
and alter your beliefs. This may affect your ability to meet the needs of the planet that rules 
your Ninth House. 

The Moon, the Ruler of the First House in the Tenth House
With the Moon, the Ruler of the First House in your Tenth House, you encounter your 
subjective safety needs, your Emotional Guidance System, your avatar, and your happiness in 
your public and professional image. The resources of the Tenth House include your reputation, 
your public image, and the passwords to all of your social media accounts. You want to be 
famous for your ability to manage your subjective safety needs, so you broadcast it to the 
world and share it on social media. You want to be famous for your ability to experience your 
feelings and emotions, so you broadcast it to the world and share it on social media. You want 
to be famous for your ability to adjust your personality and appearance so that other people 
will like you, so you broadcast it to the world and share it on social media. And you want to be 
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famous for your ability to engage in your hobbies, interests, and your idea of happiness, so you 
broadcast it to the world and share it on social media. These behaviors may cause disruptions 
to your Tenth House and affect both your personal and your professional reputation. This may 
affect your ability to meet the needs of the planet that rules your Tenth House. 

The Moon, the Ruler of the First House in the Eleventh House
With the Moon, the Ruler of the First House in your Eleventh House, you encounter your 
subjective safety needs, your Emotional Guidance System, your avatar, and your happiness 
in your ambitions and aspirations. The resources of the Eleventh House are your benefactors: 
friends, colleagues, and teammates who are in a position to support you and help you to acquire 
the things you believe will make you happy. You depend on the support and encouragement 
of your friends and benefactors to manage your subjective safety needs so you can acquire 
happiness. You depend on the support and encouragement of your friends and benefactors 
to experience your feelings and emotions so you can acquire happiness. You depend on the 
support and encouragement of your friends and benefactors to adjust your personality and 
appearance so that other people will like you so you can acquire happiness. And you depend 
on the support and encouragement of your friends and benefactors to engage in your hobbies, 
interests, and your idea of happiness so you can acquire happiness. These behaviors may cause 
disruptions to your Eleventh House and affect not only your ambitions and aspirations, but 
also the level of support you receive from your friends and benefactors. This may affect your 
ability to meet the needs of the planet that rules your Eleventh House. 

The Moon, the Ruler of the First House in the Twelfth House
With the Moon, the Ruler of the First House in your Twelfth House you are unconscious of 
your subjective safety needs, your Emotional Guidance System, your avatar, and your happiness. 
The Twelfth House is above the horizon, so everything about planets in the Twelfth House is 
visible to others, but it’s all in your blind spot, so you’re the last to know about it. The resources 
of the Twelfth House include your hidden motivations, your unconscious programming, your 
shadow self, and your personal demons. You are not conscious of what motivates you to manage 
your subjective safety needs, and it will have unexpected consequences. You are not conscious 
of what motivates you to experience your feelings and emotions, and it will have unexpected 
consequences. You are not conscious of what motivates you to adjust your personality and 
appearance so that other people will like you, and it will have unexpected consequences. And 
you are not conscious of what motivates you to engage in your hobbies, interests, and your idea 
of happiness, and it will have unexpected consequences. These behaviors may cause disruptions 
to your Twelfth House, causing resentment and creating hidden enemies. This may affect your 
ability to meet the needs of the planet that rules your Twelfth House. 


